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About This Game

Kingdom of Yan , a world of all catastrophes......
The land is drought , hunger and disease attributed to bloodshed and cruelty .

With the guidance of God , you have experienced greatness of hardships come to this land .
Evil rises , the dark lord is awakening to rule

the world again to infinite darkness .
He brought back Fires and Sinister , and the world of all things therefore dying again .

Only the holy craft would destroy the evil .
And you , the mighty warrior,

are set for this quest of conquer !

Conquer is an action-packed combat game experience crafted exclusively for VR/MR . The story is set in age of ancient
times where the players will explore the game's dilapidated world, Kingdom of Yan , which is occupied by evil beasts,

carrying the sacred gift of the gods to complete a quest against evil .

KEY FEATURES:

IMMERSIVE natural surroundings:

The high quality of the next generation of production allow the players to fully integrate into the game atmosphere .
Underground dark scary caves , the wonders of sky way , flamed waterfalls , and more all allow you to immerse yourself in the

visual phenomenon of Yan Kingdom .
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DIFFERENT weapons In place:

The game provides three weapons , through the use of fighting points to unlock & experience the thrill of different attacks .

COMBAT & strategy play :

In different scenes , players will challenge various types of evil creatures , as well as strategy settings which will tap into player's
logic skills bringing the excitement beyond the combat experience .

MASTER battle skills:

Players can unlock different weapons by practicing , learning counterattacks , disrupting, shifting , and releasing the ultimate
moves to score high points .

OPTIMIZED for the VR experience:

Superb balance between computer configuration , game graphic and effortless navigation , giving the players the highest visual
quality through the in-game setting menu .
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Title: Conquer
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Wan Studio
Publisher:
Wan Studio
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: window7 64bit

Processor: 2.8GHz dual-core CPU

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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I like it. It seems good for an alpha staged game. If you like sandbox kind of game with a bit of combat and challenges, i would
recommend this game. However this is in alpha stage after all, so if you want a complete, optimized and more refined game,
wait till its out of alpha.

Pros: Good visuals, wide variety of jobs and classes, interesting nobility feature, easy to play, relaxing sandbox kind of vibe

Cons: For the cons, i can't say without the knowledge of what is going to be implemented, added, or fixed. However what i do
want to get across to the developers is the AI behavior.

The only important suggestions I want to get across to the developers is the AI pathfinding and behavior.
:
For example, if you have 3 healers, and one injured peon, all three will target that peon instead of separating to target other sick
\/ injured peons.
:
Another behavior is that peons that are freezing, will attempt to work despite losing health and eventually dying; it would be nice
if they at least attempt to warm first or if you can set priorities for (work over life) for example.
:
Trading! Certain important resources do not seem to regenerate, dooming the whole tribe in late game. This is why trading is
soo needed, and or a way to sustain the tribe during late game.
:. I never thought I would be playing the Marimba. I have no experience playing this instrument and have very limited musical
knowledge (I play guitar, using Rocksmith and tabs). I also have a very limited knowledge of reading musical notation.
However, even with my limited musical training\/experience, this app is just amazing and inspiring. I had a lot of fun just
playing around with the Marimba in VR. I didn't notice any latency\/lag issuees, double hits, or sensitivity problems  Note: I
played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers and the controllers played fine (grab buttons are for volume, trigger to
add a 2nd mallet, Y or B to go to main menu and choose different environments).

I loved recording myself and then hearing the midi file once I exited the game. Amazingly, it actually didn't sound half bad if I
don't say so myself. There's 3 different environments and they all bring a little something different to the table. I think you start
off in the Enchanted Forest. It's a very nice environment to play in, just seeing the VR world around you makes playing the
Marimba all that more enjoyeable and relaxing. However, I think you should start in the practice room. You can see where the C
note is to center your playing and that's awfully helpful, especially not being familiar with the Marima key layout and not having
the best musical ear. The Tron Room changes up the Marimba experience as the keys are laid out all around you. That makes
playing the instrument totally different and is where I created my masterpiece due to my unrestrained creativity being properly
unleashed :D
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Should you get this game? I think it's quite the bargain for $9;99. Just know that you will need some musical experience or have
an appetite to learn and experiment. There are no lessons and no tutorial. If you love making music and VR, then it's a no
brainer, get this app. Now, I'm going to check out some YouTube tutorials and see if I can apply what I learn there to my virtual
instrument. Peace out!. Great little title, has some issuse but over all a must for 14CAD, I mean I go to the movies for an hour
and bit for near 40$(ticket and food).. i like this game for mean reasons. 1. its a clicker game 2. it has to do with todays news. 3.
its fun and a good way to pass the time. Its Like Kinnd Of All The Hilights @ Episode By Episode, I Recommend The Way
They play Need That Much Of Experience Rather Then MMR. I cal It Good Thing Cause i bilive In Every Thing There is
Something To Learn About.
Regards.. Pretty short, and not as funny as the first one. But well worth it to support the prequel's devs.. so bought it and where
do i find the cars included?
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Best Python IDE Ever!. Good game, but should have been called Star Squidizen.. New mechanics and locations are what make
these heists so unique. Instead of the same old mundane task of "place drill, fix drill, take money, leave bank" you get to things
like skydive and drive boats and destroy satellites and refuel helicopters (ok that last one is still just wait time). You get two of
the best heists in game for the price of one. The melees are actually usuable this time, even up to par with the katana. The Baby
Deagle is a quicker but slightly weaker Deagle, as you'd expect. Overall, this is probably one of the best DLC's yet. Just buy it
already, who even reads DLC reviews?. Bought it, installed it, game wouldn't progress past the loading screen, got my refund.

If it gets fixed I'll try it again. Looks like fun.. Pretty much the same as what I said about the Agent Safeword DLC, applies
here. At \u00a34 it's well worth it, it's two missions one to unlock, and one story mission.

His Mayhem gun kata is awesome.. Can't you see I'm easily bothered by persistence \/
One step from lashing out at you...
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